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IDEA: Foundation of IEP TeamsIDEA: Foundation of IEP Teams
requires public schools to make available requires public schools to make available 

to all eligible children: to all eligible children: 
Everything follows from these.Everything follows from these.

FAPEFAPE

IEPIEP

LRELRE



Weasel Words
open to interpretation and debate

reasonablyreasonably calculatedcalculated
eligibleeligible childchild

whenever possiblewhenever possible
maximummaximum opportunityopportunity

free free appropriateappropriate educationeducation
leastleast restrictive restrictive 
equalequal partnerspartners
relevantrelevant recordsrecords



When IEP team participants have When IEP team participants have 
differences, what can they do?differences, what can they do?

DPHDPH

MediateMediate

Complaint

Complaint



Formal Options (under law)Formal Options (under law)

•• Due Process HearingsDue Process Hearings

•• Formal ComplaintsFormal Complaints

•• MediationsMediations
Note that a DPH can no longer be Note that a DPH can no longer be 

requested before a:requested before a:
““RREESSOOLLUUTTIIOONN MMEEEETTIINNGG””
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2003 Census Estimates

CA:  35.5 million

MA:    6.4

OH:  11.4

TX:  22.1
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Note: in most states, less than Note: in most states, less than 
1/4 of due process hearing 1/4 of due process hearing 
requests actually requests actually 
go to hearing; go to hearing; 
most are settled most are settled 
or withdrawn.or withdrawn.

But some states differ greatly, But some states differ greatly, 
CA 4%, DC 85%CA 4%, DC 85%



A few IEPA few IEP--related facts:related facts:

1) ~12% of the public school 1) ~12% of the public school 
population receives services population receives services 
under IDEA: under IDEA: 

6.5 million US6.5 million US



A few IEPA few IEP--related facts:related facts:

2) Federal government supplies 2) Federal government supplies 
~18% of a 40% commitment ~18% of a 40% commitment 
for the costs of special for the costs of special 
education students.education students.

This leaves schoolsThis leaves schools
a $10.6 billion/yr a $10.6 billion/yr 
shortfall nationwide. shortfall nationwide. 



A few IEPA few IEP--related facts:related facts:

3) DPHs cost school districts an 3) DPHs cost school districts an 
average of over $50,000 average of over $50,000 eacheach
in legal fees.in legal fees.

School districts nationwide School districts nationwide 
spend over $90 million aspend over $90 million a
year in conflict resolution.year in conflict resolution.



WhatWhat’’s all the Brouhaha?s all the Brouhaha?

Consider some of the issues Consider some of the issues 
typically being put before typically being put before 

hearing officers.hearing officers.



Whether the ISDWhether the ISD
1.1. provided provided timely and appropriatetimely and appropriate eligibility determinationeligibility determination
2.  provided a free,2.  provided a free, appropriate appropriate public educationpublic education
3.  provided an 3.  provided an appropriateappropriate full and individual reevaluationfull and individual reevaluation
4.  4.  failed to implementfailed to implement studentstudent’’s IEP services and modificationss IEP services and modifications
5.  failed to afford parent 5.  failed to afford parent procedural safeguardsprocedural safeguards
6.  denied parent the 6.  denied parent the right to participateright to participate as equal member of the ARDas equal member of the ARD
7.  failed to provide FAPE in the 7.  failed to provide FAPE in the least restrictive least restrictive environmentenvironment
8.  denied FAPE by failing to implement 8.  denied FAPE by failing to implement substantial portionssubstantial portions of his IEP of his IEP 
9.  9.  failed to develop a transition planfailed to develop a transition plan prior to the school year. prior to the school year. 

Whether student:Whether student:
10.  should be 10.  should be dismissed from special educationdismissed from special education
11.  is entitled to an 11.  is entitled to an independent evaluationindependent evaluation
12.  was 12.  was eligible to receive eligible to receive extended school yearextended school year servicesservices
13.  is 13.  is entitled to residential placemententitled to residential placement

Examples of DPH Issues:Examples of DPH Issues:



FACTS:FACTS: DPHs are DPHs are veryvery expensive in expensive in 
time, stress, money, and relationships. time, stress, money, and relationships. 
Estimated at Estimated at >>$50,000 $50,000 eacheach in combined in combined 
legal costs.legal costs.

Typically, <25% of requests for DPH go Typically, <25% of requests for DPH go 
the distance and probability of petitioners the distance and probability of petitioners 
winning is low (typically ~20%).  winning is low (typically ~20%).  

QUESTIONS:QUESTIONS: Who wins?  Who wins?  Who loses?Who loses?
Who suffers?Who suffers?

ImplicationsImplications

Are there any better ways?Are there any better ways?



The Reauthorization: IDEA ’97

““Changes in the law represent an effort Changes in the law represent an effort 
to ensure that school officials consider to ensure that school officials consider 
parents as parents as decisiondecision--making partnersmaking partners in in 
the undertaking of providing special the undertaking of providing special 
education and related services to their education and related services to their 
child....child....””

www.abt.sliidea.orgwww.abt.sliidea.org/Reports//Reports/
FSI_FinalRpt.docFSI_FinalRpt.doc



The Reauthorization: IDEA ’97

““including provisionsincluding provisions……designed to save designed to save 
money and reduce discord by money and reduce discord by 
encouraging parents and educators to encouraging parents and educators to 
work out their differences using nonwork out their differences using non--
adversarial meansadversarial means..””

www.abt.sliidea.orgwww.abt.sliidea.org/Reports/Reports
//FSI_FinalRpt.docFSI_FinalRpt.doc

So, howSo, how’’s it s it 
going?going?



Nationwide StatisticsNationwide Statistics

6.5 million children with 6.5 million children with ““special needsspecial needs”” [~12%][~12%]

per 10,000 children:per 10,000 children:
5 due process hearings held5 due process hearings held

10 state complaints10 state complaints
7 mediations7 mediations

It is also known that a handful of states account for It is also known that a handful of states account for 
a disproportionate number of disputesa disproportionate number of disputes: : 

CA, MD, NJ, NY, PA, DCCA, MD, NJ, NY, PA, DC

www.gao.gov/highlights/d03897high.pdfwww.gao.gov/highlights/d03897high.pdf



Nationwide StatisticsNationwide Statistics

6.5 million children with 6.5 million children with ““special needsspecial needs”” [~12%][~12%]

per 10,000 children:per 10,000 children:
5 due process hearings held5 due process hearings held

10 state complaints10 state complaints
7 mediations7 mediations

Does that mean the remaining 9,978 children Does that mean the remaining 9,978 children 
and their families are happy?and their families are happy?

www.gao.gov/highlights/d03897high.pdfwww.gao.gov/highlights/d03897high.pdf

22 =22 =

9,9789,978



Nationwide StatisticsNationwide Statistics

Does that mean the remaining 9,978 children Does that mean the remaining 9,978 children 
and their families are happy?and their families are happy?



Informal  Indicators of DissatisfactionInformal  Indicators of Dissatisfaction

““BadBad”” attitudesattitudes
passive passive 

defensive defensive 
unpleasant unpleasant 

difficultdifficult
angryangry



Informal Indicators of DissatisfactionInformal Indicators of Dissatisfaction

““Loading for bearLoading for bear””
taking notes, taking notes, 
bringing tape recorders, bringing tape recorders, 

bringing ally or attorneybringing ally or attorney

in preparation for a fight.in preparation for a fight.



Informal Indicators of DissatisfactionInformal Indicators of Dissatisfaction

Angry phone callsAngry phone calls

or letters or letters 

or emailsor emails



Informal Indicators of DissatisfactionInformal Indicators of Dissatisfaction

Empty chairs Empty chairs 

at the tableat the table

parents just donparents just don’’t attendt attend



Early Warning Systems:Early Warning Systems:

How are we doing in our own How are we doing in our own 
schools and districts?schools and districts?

Is it important to know?Is it important to know?



Early Warning Systems:Early Warning Systems:

How could we find out?How could we find out?

Any signs to Any signs to 
watch for?watch for?



Early Warning Systems:Early Warning Systems:

1) Frequency and trend of formal indicators 1) Frequency and trend of formal indicators 
(due process hearing requests, (due process hearing requests, 
formal complaints, and formal complaints, and 
mediations). mediations). 

How many per year?How many per year?

Are they increasing Are they increasing 
or decreasing?or decreasing?



Early Warning Systems:Early Warning Systems:

2) Frequency and trend of 2) Frequency and trend of 
informal indicators:informal indicators:
bad attitudesbad attitudes
informal complaintsinformal complaints
parent attendanceparent attendance



Early Warning Systems:Early Warning Systems:

3) Don3) Don’’t overlook the obvious:t overlook the obvious:

however...however...

Q:Q: If you want to know how someone      If you want to know how someone      
feels about something,feels about something,

¿¿what what couldcould you do?you do?

A:  A:  AskAsk them!them!



Participant SurveysParticipant Surveys

1)1) Most schools and districts Most schools and districts 
dondon’’t use them.t use them. nada



Participant SurveysParticipant Surveys

2) Those that do 2) Those that do 
use them may do use them may do 
so infrequently so infrequently 
and with a very and with a very 
narrow focus.narrow focus.



Participant SurveysParticipant Surveys

3) Many receive low 3) Many receive low 
response rates response rates 
which may not be which may not be 
a representative a representative 
sampling.sampling.

90%90% didndidn’’tt

10%10% diddid



Participant SurveysParticipant Surveys

4) Many get the 4) Many get the 
““happy dinerhappy diner””
response response --
everythingeverything’’s s 
fine even when fine even when 
itit’’s not.s not.

greatgreat
groovygroovy
coolcool
neatoneato
finefine

super dosuper do



However, interviews with leadersHowever, interviews with leaders
of parent organizations reveal a of parent organizations reveal a 

number of frequently voiced number of frequently voiced 
concerns.concerns.



Parent Leaders’ Concerns

1. Getting parents involved in 1. Getting parents involved in 
training and activities is very training and activities is very 
difficult.difficult.



Parent Leaders’ Concerns

2. IEP team members often have 2. IEP team members often have 
differing objectives and differing objectives and 

constraints constraints –– financial,  financial,  
staffing, available staffing, available 
resources, and time.resources, and time.



Parent Leaders’ Concerns

3. Parents often feel alone with 3. Parents often feel alone with 
their many feelings, and school their many feelings, and school 
staff may be insufficiently staff may be insufficiently 
aware or supportive.  aware or supportive.  



Parent Leaders’ Concerns

4. Parents may not get evaluation 4. Parents may not get evaluation 
reports ahead of time, so they reports ahead of time, so they 
are often  unprepared for and are often  unprepared for and 
upset by what upset by what 
they hear at they hear at 
IEP meetings.IEP meetings.



Parent leaders’ concerns

5. The IEP process is often 5. The IEP process is often 
complicated, confusing, and complicated, confusing, and 
poorly understood. poorly understood. 



Parent leaders’ concerns

6. Staff attending IEP meetings 6. Staff attending IEP meetings 
often have other commitments often have other commitments 
and canand can’’t give adequate time to t give adequate time to 
the meeting. the meeting. 



Parent leaders’ concerns

7. Meetings are often scheduled 7. Meetings are often scheduled 
at the convenience of school at the convenience of school 
staff rather than parents.staff rather than parents.



Parent leaders’ concerns

8. Parents of children with 8. Parents of children with 
special needs have often special needs have often 
had a history of negative had a history of negative 
experience with school staff.experience with school staff.



Parent leaders’ concerns

9. Confidentiality is breached, 9. Confidentiality is breached, 
especially in smaller especially in smaller 
communities where participants communities where participants 
know each another in a variety know each another in a variety 
of contexts.of contexts.



Parent leaders’ concerns

10. General classroom teachers 10. General classroom teachers 
often have a limited underoften have a limited under--
standing of the IEP process standing of the IEP process 
and may see the child with and may see the child with 
special needs as a burden special needs as a burden 
and intrusion.  and intrusion.  



Parent leaders’ concerns

11. Parents often feel intimidated 11. Parents often feel intimidated 
by the presence of several by the presence of several 
school personnel and donschool personnel and don’’t t 
see themselves as equal see themselves as equal 
partners on the IEP team and partners on the IEP team and 
in their childin their child’’s s 
education.education.



Parent leaders’ concerns

12. IEP meetings lack a clear 12. IEP meetings lack a clear 
structure, including structure, including introducintroduc--
tionstions, agenda, and objectives. , agenda, and objectives. 
Tangents are common, as is Tangents are common, as is 
running out of time.running out of time.



1.1. Process is not well understood.Process is not well understood.

2. Perception of one against many.2. Perception of one against many.

3. Lack of structure.3. Lack of structure.

4. Lack of time.4. Lack of time.

Seeds of ConflictSeeds of Conflict

Question:Question:
How do the parent concerns fit with theHow do the parent concerns fit with the
““weasel wordsweasel words”” (FAPE, LRE, IEP, etc.)?(FAPE, LRE, IEP, etc.)?

Maybe DPHs donMaybe DPHs don’’t always address the real issues?t always address the real issues?



See handoutsSee handouts
““Suggestions to Address IEP Suggestions to Address IEP 

Team Parent ConcernsTeam Parent Concerns””

andand
““School Staff SuggestionsSchool Staff Suggestions

for System Improvement.for System Improvement.””



Great TeamsGreat Teams
and and 

Great MeetingsGreat Meetings



Good and Bad MeetingsGood and Bad Meetings

Think of meetings you Think of meetings you 
have attended that you have attended that you 

really enjoyed.really enjoyed.

What made them What made them 
effective? What did you effective? What did you 

like about them?like about them?



Good and Good and BadBad MeetingsMeetings

Think of any meetings you have Think of any meetings you have 
attended that you dreaded.attended that you dreaded.

What made them ineffective and What made them ineffective and 
what did you what did you notnot like about them?like about them?



Good and Bad MeetingsGood and Bad Meetings

How can we use these How can we use these 
insights to make our insights to make our 

IEP meetings IEP meetings 
the best they can be?the best they can be?



Characteristics of Ideal IEP MeetingsCharacteristics of Ideal IEP Meetings

1. pre1. pre--conferencing occurs to conferencing occurs to 
assure adequate preparation assure adequate preparation 
by all participantsby all participants



Characteristics of Ideal IEP MeetingsCharacteristics of Ideal IEP Meetings

2. pre2. pre--conferencing with parents conferencing with parents 
occurs when difficult issues occurs when difficult issues 
are anticipatedare anticipated



Characteristics of Ideal IEP MeetingsCharacteristics of Ideal IEP Meetings

3. evaluation results are reviewed 3. evaluation results are reviewed 
in advancein advance



Characteristics of Ideal IEP MeetingsCharacteristics of Ideal IEP Meetings

4. child care has been arranged in 4. child care has been arranged in 
advanceadvance



Characteristics of Ideal IEP MeetingsCharacteristics of Ideal IEP Meetings

5. chairperson meets informally with 5. chairperson meets informally with 
parents before the formal meeting parents before the formal meeting 
(to welcome, answer questions, (to welcome, answer questions, 
cover procedural safeguards, etc.)cover procedural safeguards, etc.)



Characteristics of Ideal IEP MeetingsCharacteristics of Ideal IEP Meetings

6. all participants are introduced 6. all participants are introduced 
to each otherto each other



Characteristics of Ideal IEP MeetingsCharacteristics of Ideal IEP Meetings

7. a written agenda is visible to 7. a written agenda is visible to 
allall participants, on paper participants, on paper 
or postedor posted



Characteristics of Ideal IEP MeetingsCharacteristics of Ideal IEP Meetings

8. round table seating in a 8. round table seating in a 
comfortable setting, free comfortable setting, free 
from noise and distractions from noise and distractions 



Characteristics of Ideal IEP MeetingsCharacteristics of Ideal IEP Meetings

9. refreshments are provided9. refreshments are provided
to promote comfort and to promote comfort and 
a welcoming atmospherea welcoming atmosphere



Characteristics of Ideal IEP MeetingsCharacteristics of Ideal IEP Meetings

10. each member is time conscious10. each member is time conscious



Characteristics of Ideal IEP MeetingsCharacteristics of Ideal IEP Meetings

11. the chairperson budgets the 11. the chairperson budgets the 
available time and available time and 
politely redirects politely redirects 
participantsparticipants
who wanderwho wander



Characteristics of Ideal IEP MeetingsCharacteristics of Ideal IEP Meetings

12. ground rules are agreed (re. 12. ground rules are agreed (re. 
civility, interrupting, leaving, civility, interrupting, leaving, 
phones, etc.)phones, etc.)



Characteristics of Ideal IEP MeetingsCharacteristics of Ideal IEP Meetings

13. an atmosphere of mutual 13. an atmosphere of mutual 
respect existsrespect exists



Characteristics of Ideal IEP MeetingsCharacteristics of Ideal IEP Meetings

14. participants share in and 14. participants share in and 
contribute to a common contribute to a common 
purposepurpose



Characteristics of Ideal IEP MeetingsCharacteristics of Ideal IEP Meetings

15. breaks are taken as needed15. breaks are taken as needed



Characteristics of Ideal IEP MeetingsCharacteristics of Ideal IEP Meetings

16. the meeting has a clear purpose; 16. the meeting has a clear purpose; 
and roles and responsibilities are and roles and responsibilities are 
clear for tasks occurring before, clear for tasks occurring before, 
during, and after the meetingduring, and after the meeting



Characteristics of Ideal IEP MeetingsCharacteristics of Ideal IEP Meetings

17. the outcome of the meeting is 17. the outcome of the meeting is 
restated at the end for clarity restated at the end for clarity 
and any necessary and any necessary 
correctioncorrection



Characteristics of Ideal IEP MeetingsCharacteristics of Ideal IEP Meetings

18. a written 18. a written ““parking lotparking lot”” is is 
established for issues to be established for issues to be 
addressed at a later date, addressed at a later date, 
rather than letting them rather than letting them 

getget
lostlost



Characteristics of Ideal IEP MeetingsCharacteristics of Ideal IEP Meetings

19. an 19. an ““open dooropen door”” exists for airing exists for airing 
and sharing between meetingsand sharing between meetings

WelcomeWelcome

Bienvenido
Bienvenido



Characteristics of Ideal IEP MeetingsCharacteristics of Ideal IEP Meetings

20. the meeting ends on a positive 20. the meeting ends on a positive 
note, and participants are note, and participants are 
thanked for their time thanked for their time 
and contributionsand contributions GreatGreat jobjob!!

ThanksThanks, , yy’’allall!!



Introductions, 
Ground Rules, 
and Agendas



Sample IntroductionSample Introduction



Comprehensive IntroductionComprehensive Introduction

IntroductionsIntroductions
Purpose of meetingPurpose of meeting

Time framesTime frames
Written agenda Written agenda 
Ground rulesGround rules

Creature comfortsCreature comforts



Setting the Stage: Ground RulesSetting the Stage: Ground Rules

Questions:Questions:

Why have ground rules?Why have ground rules?

What ground rules might What ground rules might 
help accomplish this? help accomplish this? 



Setting the Stage: Ground RulesSetting the Stage: Ground Rules

1.1. watch the timewatch the time

2.2. stay on task stay on task 

3.3. respect and courtesyrespect and courtesy

4.4. cell phones offcell phones off

5.5. stay until breaksstay until breaks



Closing Remarks Closing Remarks 
and and 

Evaluation FormEvaluation Form
as SOPas SOP



What if every meeting ended with What if every meeting ended with 
such questions as:such questions as:

1) 1) Is there anything anyone Is there anything anyone 
would like to say before we would like to say before we 
close for today?close for today?

2) 2) How do we feel about todayHow do we feel about today’’ss
meeting meeting –– anything we shouldanything we should
do differently next time?do differently next time?



Simple Simple 
Evaluation FormEvaluation Form

asas
SOPSOP



 

IEP TEAM MEETING EVALUATION 

This evaluation form is intended to help us work more effectively together 
and do our best possible work as a team for the benefit of our student.   

Thank you for caring enough to share your honest thoughts and feelings. 
 
1) On a scale of 1-10, with 10 high, please indicate your overall satisfaction  

with today’s meeting by circling one of the following:  

1       2       3       4       5       6       7       8       9      10 

 
2) What did you find most worthwhile or commendable about this meeting? 
 
 

3) How might this meeting have been improved, or what might we do differently 
next time? 

 
 

4) Any additional comments? 

 



Collaboration Collaboration 
andand

ConsensusConsensus



What is the purpose of the team?What is the purpose of the team?

assure a FAPE in a LRE with an IEPassure a FAPE in a LRE with an IEP

How?How?

through through collaborationcollaboration andand
mutual agreementmutual agreement



What Promotes Collaboration?What Promotes Collaboration?



What Promotes Collaboration???What Promotes Collaboration???

1.  Remembering our common purpose1.  Remembering our common purpose

2.  Giving everyone a voice2.  Giving everyone a voice

3.  Communicating openly with respect3.  Communicating openly with respect

4.  Assuming good reason and intention4.  Assuming good reason and intention

5.  Exploring underlying interests5.  Exploring underlying interests

6.  Valuing the team and its members6.  Valuing the team and its members

7.  Trusting the process7.  Trusting the process



What Helps People Reach What Helps People Reach 
Consensus???Consensus???

1.  Remembering common goals1.  Remembering common goals
2.  Remaining calm and respectful2.  Remaining calm and respectful
3.  Listening well3.  Listening well
4.  Communicating well4.  Communicating well
5.  Exploring underlying interests5.  Exploring underlying interests
6.  Avoiding demonizing6.  Avoiding demonizing
7.  Trusting the process7.  Trusting the process



When Consensus Does Not When Consensus Does Not 
Seem PossibleSeem Possible

1)1) first clarify why, thenfirst clarify why, then

2)2) collaborativelycollaboratively andand consensuallyconsensually decide how to decide how to 
proceed:proceed:

* defer pending further information?* defer pending further information?

* delay pending further thought and discussion?* delay pending further thought and discussion?

* defer to an expert?* defer to an expert?

* request facilitation or mediation?* request facilitation or mediation?

Note that when all else fails, the Note that when all else fails, the ““district representativedistrict representative”” mustmust
exercise his/her role as final decision maker (thus shifting froexercise his/her role as final decision maker (thus shifting from m 
facilitator to arbitrator).  facilitator to arbitrator).  RarelyRarely necessary if there is time.necessary if there is time.



Suggested ReadingSuggested Reading



But what about But what about 
Conflict?Conflict?



Two Defining Hallmarks of ConflictTwo Defining Hallmarks of Conflict
1) Negative Feelings1) Negative Feelings

hurt, fear, disrespected, hurt, fear, disrespected, 
mistrust, overwhelmed,mistrust, overwhelmed,

disappointed, ashamed, grief, disappointed, ashamed, grief, 
injustice, anger... injustice, anger... 



Two Defining Hallmarks of ConflictTwo Defining Hallmarks of Conflict

2)  Oppositional Stance2)  Oppositional Stance
self/other, us/them, friend/enemy, parent/schoolself/other, us/them, friend/enemy, parent/school

versusversus
us, team, togetherness, collaboration, synergyus, team, togetherness, collaboration, synergy



Negative (“Bad”) Feelings

differ from positives in that they:differ from positives in that they:

2) are unpleasant to experience2) are unpleasant to experience
3) motivate us to escape them3) motivate us to escape them
4) stress the physical body4) stress the physical body

1) reflect negative thinking1) reflect negative thinking



TTHE HE FFOUR OUR PPILLARS ILLARS 
that hold up the roof ofthat hold up the roof of

fear
injustice

hurt
frustration

ANGER

fear
injustice

hurt
frustration

ANGER

fear
hurt

frustration

injustice

ANGERANGER



So what?So what?

Expressing anger tends to:Expressing anger tends to:

1) mask the underlying feelings1) mask the underlying feelings

2) leave the underlying feelings unresolved2) leave the underlying feelings unresolved

3) promote distance and defensiveness 3) promote distance and defensiveness 
in othersin others

4) hinder productive problem solving4) hinder productive problem solving



underneath that somewhere underneath that somewhere 
theythey’’re hurting, re hurting, 

However obnoxious However obnoxious 
someone is on the surface,someone is on the surface,

and underneath and underneath thatthat isis
a worthwhile person.a worthwhile person.



Turning Conflict into CooperationTurning Conflict into Cooperation

1) relax and breathe1) relax and breathe
KEYS TO SUCCESSKEYS TO SUCCESS



2) think positively2) think positively

Turning Conflict into CooperationTurning Conflict into Cooperation

We can We can 
work it out.work it out.



4) trust the process 4) trust the process 
together we really together we really cancan work it outwork it out

Turning Conflict into CooperationTurning Conflict into Cooperation

3) communicate 3) communicate effectivelyeffectively



Governing 
factors at IEP 

Meetings



Governing 
factors at IEP 

Meetings



UdderUdder
BlundersBlunders



Parent:Parent: I am sick of my child having I am sick of my child having 
to spend her life studying for a to spend her life studying for a 

bunch of stupid tests just to keep bunch of stupid tests just to keep 
YOU out of trouble.YOU out of trouble.

Administrator:Administrator: II’’m sorry you feel that m sorry you feel that 
way, Mrs. Jones, but we donway, Mrs. Jones, but we don’’t make t make 
the rules. The state does that, and the rules. The state does that, and 
we just do our best to follow them.we just do our best to follow them.



Parent:Parent:

““I donI don’’t want my t want my 
child sent to the child sent to the 
selfself--contained contained 
classroom.classroom.””



InsteadInstead
Use open and welcoming gesturesUse open and welcoming gestures
(let body language reflect intention).(let body language reflect intention).

1) The Hands1) The Hands
(controlling and suppressing gestures)(controlling and suppressing gestures)
““Mrs. JonesMrs. Jones……..””



Instead (before explanations)Instead (before explanations)
““Say some more about that.Say some more about that.””
““What was that like for you?What was that like for you?””
““Is this what you meanIs this what you mean……??””

““This must be really hard for you.This must be really hard for you.””
Then,Then, ““May I explain?May I explain?

2) 2) ““I Know How You Feel.I Know How You Feel.””
(ineffective support of feelings)(ineffective support of feelings)



Teacher:Teacher:

““I want that child I want that child 
moved to the moved to the 
selfself--contained contained 
classroom.classroom.””



InsteadInstead
Let Let ““educationeducation”” be one of be one of manymany options.options.

Wait for a good time to shift focus.Wait for a good time to shift focus.
Ask permission to shift Ask permission to shift ((““May I explain?May I explain?””))..

““People donPeople don’’t care how much you knowt care how much you know
till they know how much you care.till they know how much you care.””

3) Giving an Education3) Giving an Education

(poor timing of information)(poor timing of information)
““Under IDEA, we canUnder IDEA, we can’’t just do thatt just do that……..””



AlternativesAlternatives Gather adequate information.Gather adequate information.
Ask for group suggestions and participation.Ask for group suggestions and participation.

4) Rushing to 4) Rushing to ““Fix ItFix It””

missing important points by missing important points by 
assumptions; limited buyassumptions; limited buy--in and support.in and support.

““II’’ll see if we canll see if we can’’t get some t get some 
additional support for Sally.additional support for Sally.””

RisksRisks



Beware the BIG Four:

1)1) The Hands The Hands 
2)  2)  ““I Know How You FeelI Know How You Feel””
3)3) Giving an EducationGiving an Education
4)  Rushing to Fix4)  Rushing to Fix--ItIt



Role Plays in Conflict ResolutionRole Plays in Conflict Resolution
The DrillThe Drill
1. Relax, breathe, and think positively.1. Relax, breathe, and think positively.

2. Say some more about that.2. Say some more about that.

3. Is there anything else you3. Is there anything else you’’d like me d like me 
to understand about that?to understand about that?

4. May I respond to what you4. May I respond to what you’’ve said?ve said?
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Intervention optionsIntervention options

1. Hold a Focus1. Hold a Focus: ask for more twice, then ask to respond:: ask for more twice, then ask to respond: ““Say Say 
some more about that.  (pause)  Anything else I should know some more about that.  (pause)  Anything else I should know 
about this?  (pause)  May I respond to what you said?about this?  (pause)  May I respond to what you said?””

2. Share the Conflict2. Share the Conflict: express your own feelings and trust that : express your own feelings and trust that 
the next steps will become clear:the next steps will become clear: ““I feel kind of attacked right I feel kind of attacked right 
now.  Inow.  I’’m not sure how to proceed.m not sure how to proceed.””

3. Probe for Underlying Interests3. Probe for Underlying Interests: explore reasons so as to : explore reasons so as to 
gain understanding:gain understanding: ““This issue seems to be very important This issue seems to be very important 
to you, and you must have good reasons.  Can you help us to you, and you must have good reasons.  Can you help us 
understand your thoughts about that?understand your thoughts about that?””

4. Educate4. Educate: give explanations, perhaps about policies, laws, : give explanations, perhaps about policies, laws, 
etc.:etc.: ““We cannot transfer a child to another school unless We cannot transfer a child to another school unless 
their needs really can't be met where they currently are.their needs really can't be met where they currently are.””

5. 5. Paraphrase and ReflectParaphrase and Reflect what you hear them saying:what you hear them saying: ““Let Let 
me see if I understand what youme see if I understand what you’’re saying: you think we are re saying: you think we are 
always trying to tell you how to raise your child, right?always trying to tell you how to raise your child, right?””



Intervention optionsIntervention options

6. 6. AcknowledgeAcknowledge: recognize a possible situation, feeling, or : recognize a possible situation, feeling, or 
thought:thought: ““Mrs. Jones, sometimes these reports can be Mrs. Jones, sometimes these reports can be 
really discouraging, and wereally discouraging, and we’’re facing some issues that can re facing some issues that can 
be really hard.be really hard.””

7. Affirm7. Affirm: use praise or agreement as a means of support:: use praise or agreement as a means of support: ““I I 
think youthink you’’ve raised some valid concerns here.  If I were ve raised some valid concerns here.  If I were 
you, I might be feeling irritated, too.you, I might be feeling irritated, too.””

8. Confront the Individual8. Confront the Individual: objectively point out a person: objectively point out a person’’s s 
disturbing behavior:disturbing behavior: ““Mrs. Smith, I notice that you are Mrs. Smith, I notice that you are 
raising your voice right now.raising your voice right now.””

9. Confront the Group9. Confront the Group: make comments about the group : make comments about the group 
rather than the individual:rather than the individual: ““Team, are we keeping to our Team, are we keeping to our 
ground rules and staying on task right now?ground rules and staying on task right now?””

10. Reflect/Invite to the Group10. Reflect/Invite to the Group: share an observation and : share an observation and 
ask the group to assist:ask the group to assist: ““We seem to be having a tough We seem to be having a tough 
time right now.  Anyone have any ideas how we might time right now.  Anyone have any ideas how we might 
move through this?move through this?””



Intervention optionsIntervention options
11. Point at Self 11. Point at Self to avoid putting anyone else in an to avoid putting anyone else in an 

uncomfortable position:uncomfortable position: ““II’’m not sure I understood all those m not sure I understood all those 
big words, Mrs. Jones.  Could you rephrase that for me, big words, Mrs. Jones.  Could you rephrase that for me, 
please?please?””

12. Refocus12. Refocus: gently lead back to the issue at hand:: gently lead back to the issue at hand: ““Could I ask Could I ask 
you to summarize the key points we need to understand you to summarize the key points we need to understand 
about this?about this?””

13. 13. Share Your Good IntentionShare Your Good Intention, why you are saying what you , why you are saying what you 
are:are: ““I really want to be respectful of your ideas, Mrs. Smith.   I really want to be respectful of your ideas, Mrs. Smith.   
I want you to know that I care what you think and feel.I want you to know that I care what you think and feel.””

14. Apologize14. Apologize: recognize a possible wrongdoing, even if not : recognize a possible wrongdoing, even if not 
your fault:your fault: ““I am really sorry if II am really sorry if I’’ve been trying to tell you how ve been trying to tell you how 
to raise your child.  I apologize for whatever I may have done to raise your child.  I apologize for whatever I may have done 
to give that impression.to give that impression.””

15. Ask for Help15. Ask for Help: ask the person to tell you what they need:: ask the person to tell you what they need: ““Mr. Mr. 
Jones, would you like to talk about your feelings, or maybe Jones, would you like to talk about your feelings, or maybe 
take a break, or something elsetake a break, or something else……?  What would be most ?  What would be most 
helpful to you right now?helpful to you right now?””



Intervention optionsIntervention options
16. When in Doubt, Check It Out16. When in Doubt, Check It Out:: ““Mr. Doe, are you maybe a little Mr. Doe, are you maybe a little 

upset with me or something that was said?upset with me or something that was said?””
17. Shift to a Comfort Zone17. Shift to a Comfort Zone, a topic that is easier to discuss and , a topic that is easier to discuss and 

return to a more difficult topic later in the meeting:return to a more difficult topic later in the meeting: ““Mrs. Jones, Mrs. Jones, 
what are some of the areas where you see Johnny really what are some of the areas where you see Johnny really 
progressing these days?  I know Iprogressing these days?  I know I’’ve seen real progress in his ve seen real progress in his 
temper control.temper control.””

18. Make a Deal18. Make a Deal with the other party to speak up if they have a with the other party to speak up if they have a 
certain perception or feeling:certain perception or feeling: ““If you see me trying to tell you If you see me trying to tell you 
how to raise your child, would you be willing to point it out anhow to raise your child, would you be willing to point it out and d 
let me know?let me know?””

19. Use Humor19. Use Humor to lower intensity (being careful not to appear to lower intensity (being careful not to appear 
disrespectful):disrespectful): ““My wife must have given me decaf this morning, My wife must have given me decaf this morning, 
because Ibecause I’’m having a little trouble keeping up.  Can you run that m having a little trouble keeping up.  Can you run that 
by me one more time?by me one more time?””

20. Remind of Ground Rules20. Remind of Ground Rules made earlier:made earlier: ““Team, I notice that we Team, I notice that we 
seem to be interrupting and raising our voices; do we remember seem to be interrupting and raising our voices; do we remember 
that we agreed to be respectful and give everyone a chance to that we agreed to be respectful and give everyone a chance to 
speak and be heard?speak and be heard?””



Intervention optionsIntervention options

21. Play with the Time Shape21. Play with the Time Shape: propose a short: propose a short--term solution to term solution to 
be reevaluated later:be reevaluated later: ““Would you be willing to try this idea for, Would you be willing to try this idea for, 
say, a month; and then we could reevaluate and maybe say, a month; and then we could reevaluate and maybe 
change it at our next meeting?change it at our next meeting?””

22. Caucus22. Caucus: to provide time for small group or individual : to provide time for small group or individual 
discussiondiscussion:: ““Mrs. Jones, would it be helpful to take a little Mrs. Jones, would it be helpful to take a little 
time for just you and me to talk in private?time for just you and me to talk in private?””

23. Take a Break23. Take a Break: perhaps to provide time for tempers to cool:: perhaps to provide time for tempers to cool: ““I I 
wonder if a fivewonder if a five--minute leg stretch might be a good idea right minute leg stretch might be a good idea right 
now?now?””

24. Call Security24. Call Security: if at any time you really believe the safety of a : if at any time you really believe the safety of a 
participant is in jeopardy, err on the side of caution (if you participant is in jeopardy, err on the side of caution (if you 
dondon’’t have an emergency plan, get one).t have an emergency plan, get one).

25. Suspend and Reconvene25. Suspend and Reconvene: if the meeting cannot proceed for : if the meeting cannot proceed for 
legal reasons (e.g., a required participant is not present) or legal reasons (e.g., a required participant is not present) or 
because collaboration does not seem possible today (e.g., because collaboration does not seem possible today (e.g., 
tempers are too high, adequate preparation was not donetempers are too high, adequate preparation was not done……).).



Consider:Consider:

The strength of a relationshipThe strength of a relationship

is not to be measuredis not to be measured

In the frequency or magnitude In the frequency or magnitude 

of the difficulties encountered,of the difficulties encountered,

But rather in the ability to resolve them.But rather in the ability to resolve them.
NMNM



In conclusion:
““We fight the We fight the 
way we train.way we train.””

LetLet’’s continue learnings continue learning
how to work together how to work together 

as partnersas partners
for the benefit of our children,for the benefit of our children,

just as we are doing here today.just as we are doing here today.



Questions?

Nick MartinNick Martin
682682--831831--06640664

for.accord@mindspring.comfor.accord@mindspring.com
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